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Insurance Linked Securities: Recovering Slowly After the Crisis 
Insurance linked securities (ILS) are securities whose performance is linked to the performance 
of some pre-specified insurance risk.  ILS are an expansion of what was originally known as 
catastrophe bonds(better known as cat bonds). In all such investments under the terms of the 
agreement a specified set of insurance related risks from the sponsoring insurance company 
are effectively transferred to the investors in the security. ILS are used by insurers (and 
reinsurers) to help manage their risk exposure to a specific peril. ILS bonds are often used in 
addition to or as an alternative to the purchase of reinsurance. The insurer may select the ILS 
option for a variety of reasons such as lower cost, more customized terms, longer time periods, 
less counterparty credit risk or a simple lack of additional capacity in the reinsurance market for 
the largest risks such as Florida hurricane. 
The NAIC published a lengthy article on ILS in our June 2010 SVO Research Monthly. We are 
publishing this update given recent developments in the ILS market, especially the healthy 
degree of issuance during 2010Q4. The ILS market seems to have at least partially recovered 
from its abeyance during the financial crisis. ILS bonds are the foundation of complex structures 
which are based upon an investor purchasing a bond with specially designed terms with cash. 
The cash proceeds from the sale of the bonds are deposited in a special purpose vehicle (SPV). 
This cash is then invested in low risk investments such as U.S. Treasuries or short duration, 
high quality asset-backed securities. These investments then serve as collateral that guarantees 
the performance of the insurance risk assumption under a reinsurance agreement with the 
transaction's sponsor. The agreement states that the SPV, and indirectly, the bondholder will 
absorb potential insurance losses by reducing interest and/or principal due on the bonds if the 
contractually specified events or losses occur. Via the working of the ILS transaction, investors 
assume risks that the sponsoring insurance company is transferring away. If the specified event 
or risk does not occur, the investor gets a superior rate of return and their capital back. If the risk 
does occur, the investor absorbs the allocated loss up to and including loss of 100% of their 
invested capital. 
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Investors in these instruments are almost always institutional investors due to the complex 
nature of the transactions. Due to the complex nature of these investments, it is often the case 
that the investor in the transaction specializes in investing in these types of investments. 
Often the direct investor in these transactions are special purpose funds created specifically to 
invest in such transactions. Such specialized catastrophe-oriented funds and/or managers in the 
market include Eskatos, Coriolis Capital Ltd, Credit Suisse, Nephila, AXA Investment Managers, 
Fermat Capital Management, Pentelia Capital Management, Anchor Risk Advisors, Solidum 
Partners, Clariden Leu, Securis, Goldman Sachs Asset Management, and Secquaero Advisors. 
Through the use of such funds, the ultimate ILS investor or investors in the specialized funds 
can assemble a diversified portfolio of such investments. In addition, traditional investment 
managers such as OppenheimerFunds, Pioneer Investments, and PIMCO have also 
participated in this market at times. 
Investors are attracted to ILS as investments for two primary reasons: (1) relatively high nominal 
yields which are hoped to also translate into favorable expected returns and (2) an asset class 
with returns that are generally expected to be uncorrelated with more traditional investments. 
While this lack of correlation is generally true, in certain cases such as the recent financial crisis, 
certain transactions were more correlated than expected. Such was the case when Lehman 
Brothers was involved as a derivative counterparty in an ILS transaction and a few rare 
occasions when the collateral securing the ILS suffered from market value volatility. 
A wide and expanding range of insurers have issued ILS. ILS have covered a wide range of 
risks including life and property and casualty risks, traditional and non-traditional risks and risks 
from various parts of the globe. A partial list of issuers that have sponsored these transactions 
include a wide range of U.S. and non-U.S. insurers including USAA, Chartis, Swiss Re, SCOR, 
and Aetna. While originally these securities were designed to cover catastrophe risks (hence the 
term cat bonds), more recently the technology has been adapted to also cover many other 
forms of insurance related risks. 
These transactions can offer an insurer several advantages over traditional forms of 
reinsurance: 



1. The risk is prefunded by the counterparty which means that as long as the bond proceeds are 
invested in low risk assets, there is virtually no credit risk in the transaction to the cedent. 
Despite this, some past transactions had major problems when the residential mortgage-backed 
related collateral that was supposed to be low risk turned out to instead be much more risky 
than expected with the real estate market's collapse. 

2. These transactions open up an entirely new class of assumers of risks for the cedents beyond 
traditional reinsurers. 

3. These transactions are often for multiple year periods. Therefore, they give the cedent certainty 
for the terms and cost of several years' worth of reinsurance unlike traditional reinsurance which 
is often renegotiated annually. 

We list below significant ILS transactions that were originated during 2010Q4.  Please be aware 
that given the fact that all transactions are non-public in nature, this may not be a complete list. 

• Swiss Re / Successor X: U.S. and Australia hurricane and quake 
• Chartis / Lodestone: U.S. hurricane and quake 
• SCOR / Atlas VI: Euro wind & Japanese quake 
• USAA / Res Re: U.S. assorted perils 
• Aetna / Vitality Re: U.S. morbidity 
• Swiss Re / Vita IV: extreme mortality 
• Swiss Re / Kortis Capital: longevity trend, U.S. versus U.K. mortality 
• Goldman Sachs/Signum Finance: U.S. level term mortality protection 
• Groupama/Green Fields: France windstorm 
• Flagstone Re /Montana Re: assorted earthquake and hurricane 
• American Family /Mariah: U.S. severe thunderstorm 
• Swiss Re/Vega Capital 2010-1: assorted perils and locations 
• Axa/Calypso Capital: Euro wind 

Over time the market has evolved and expanded from its original focus on large catastrophe 
risks such as hurricane and earthquake. Transactions are being developed to address new 
types of risk such as morbidity risk in the recent Aetna transaction. In theory, almost any kind of 
risk that can be quantified can be used as the base of an ILS transaction. However, we believe 
that given the complexity involved in these transactions, ILS deals will generally be limited to 
those that the investors can reasonably understand and feel comfortable assuming the risk 
being underwritten. This includes results from modeling of the risks. 
The NAIC adopted a model law (MDL-290) providing for the creation of protected cells by a 
domestic insurer as a means of accessing alternative sources of capital and achieving the 
benefits of insurance securitization. While this model law has been adopted by several states, 
the features available under the law have yet to be used in practice by insurers for a variety of 
reasons. 
As the market continues to develop and expand, it is likely that we will see additional 
participants from both the issuer and investor sides. However, given the complex nature of 
these transactions, it is likely to remain a highly specialized market and consequently of 
relatively modest size. In fact, since 2007 the size of the market has been contracting according 
to Swiss Re as maturities of existing issues have outpaced new issuance. As of mid-December 
2010, Swiss Re estimated that the outstanding notional size of the market was $12.5 billion. 
Given the years of experience that already exists in this market, and the complexities involved in 
investing in them, we believe that ILS is likely to remain a highly specialized, niche market. It will 
serve a useful purpose for both the sponsoring insurer and investor, but will remain but a small 
part of the insurance risk transference and investment markets. 



Insurers, in addition to being issuers of these securities, can and do invest in them on a very 
limited basis. We would not expect that insurers would or should purchase these securities if 
they are already exposed to the peril in question in their primary business. For example, we 
would expect that a homeowners insurance writer in Florida would not purchase a U.S. 
hurricane based ILS. However, a life insurer or a homeowners insurance writer in California 
might. Our analysis of the insurance industry's 2009 portfolio holdings disclosed ownership of 
only $138 million of ILS for the entire insurance industry. Almost all of these were in the life 
industry and they were held by only a handful of the larger life companies. 

 



 



 

Questions and comments are always welcome. Please contact the Capital Markets Bureau 
at CapitalMarkets@naic.org. 
The views expressed in this publication do not necessarily represent the views of NAIC, its 
officers or members. NO WARRANTY IS MADE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE 
ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY OPINION OR INFORMATION GIVEN OR MADE IN THIS 
PUBLICATION. 
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